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First Love
jimmy patterson BONUS: Includes the complete Bookshots Flames novel, Hot Winter Nights! Axi Moore is a "good girl": She studies hard, stays out of the spotlights, and doesn't tell
anyone that what she really wants is to run away from it all. The only person she can tell is her best friend, Robinson - who she also happens to be madly in love with. When Axi
impulsively invites Robinson to come with her on an unplanned cross-country road trip, she breaks the rules for the ﬁrst time in her life. But the adventure quickly turns from
carefree to out-of-control... A remarkably moving tale with its origins in James Patterson's own past, First Love is a testament to the power of ﬁrst love - and how it can change the
rest of your life.

First Love
(Illustrated edition)
Random House Containing never-before-seen snapshots of a road trip of a lifetime When Axi Moore decides to take a road trip across the US, the only person she wants to go with her
is her best friend Robinson – who she also happens to be secretly in love with. She’s planned it all out, and all he has to do is say yes. Axi has had a tough life: her little sister died
young, her mother walked out and her father turned to the bottle for comfort. Her parents escaped their grief in their own ways; this trip will be hers. But life doesn’t always work
out as you plan it, and there are some things you just can’t run away from.

First Love
Hachette UK In this New York Times bestseller, two high school students leave their hometown on the West Coast to go on an impulsive cross-country road trip in this moving
romance about friendship and the power of love. Axi Moore is a "good girl": She studies hard, stays out of the spotlight, and doesn't tell anyone that she wants to run away from it
all. The only person she can tell is her best friend, Robinson-and she's madly in love with him. When Axi impulsively invites Robinson to come with her on an unplanned crosscountry road trip, she breaks the rules for the ﬁrst time in her life. But the adventure quickly turns from carefree to out-of-control . . .

First Love
Random House Containing never-before-seen snapshots of a road trip of a lifetime When Axi Moore decides to take a road trip across the US, the only person she wants to go with her
is her best friend Robinson - who she also happens to be secretly in love with. She's planned it all out, and all he has to do is say yes. Axi has had a tough life- her little sister died
young, her mother walked out and her father turned to the bottle for comfort. Her parents escaped their grief in their own ways; this trip will be hers. But life doesn't always work
out as you plan it, and there are some things you just can't run away from.
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Sam's Letters to Jennifer
Little, Brown Discover two extraordinary romantic stories about the power of a life-changing love letter. Have you ever gotten a letter that changed your life completely? Sam's
Letters to Jennifer is a novel about that kind of drama. In it, a woman is summoned back to the town where she grew up. And in the house where she spent her most magical years
she ﬁnds a series of letters addressed to her. Each of those letters is a piece of a story that will upend completely the world she thought she knew - and throw her into a love more
powerful than she ever imagined could be possible. Two extraordinary love stories are entwined here, full of hope and pain and emotions that never die down.

Two from the Heart
Little, Brown From the author of Suzanne's Diary for Nicholas and Sundays at Tiﬀany's comes the New York Times bestseller featuring two heartwarming stories of loss, love, and the
life-changing power of stories. Anne McWilliams has lost everything. After her marriage falls apart and a hurricane destroys her home she realizes that her life has fallen out of
focus. So she takes to the road to ask long-lost friends and strangers a simple question: "What's your best story?" Can the funny, tragic, inspirational tales she hears on her journey
help Anne see what she's been missing? Tyler Bron seemingly has it all: a successful company and more money than he knows how to spend. But he has no life. So he hires a
struggling novelist to write one for him. There are no limits to the ﬁctional world that Bron's money can transform into a reality, and he soon becomes the protagonist of a love story
beyond his wildest imagination. But will Tyler be able to write the happy ending himself?

Little Do We Know
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Lifelong best friends and next-door neighbors Hannah and Emory have never gone a single day without talking. But now its senior year and they
haven't spoken in three months. Not since the ﬁght, where they each said things they couldn't take back. They're aching to break the silence, but those thirty-six steps between
their bedroom windows feel more like thirty-six miles. Then one fateful night, Emory's boyfriend, Luke, almost dies. And Hannah is the one who ﬁnds him and saves his life. As Luke
tries to make sense of his near-death experience, he secretly turns to Hannah, who becomes his biggest conﬁdante. In Luke, Hannah ﬁnds someone she can ﬁnally talk to about all
the questions she's grappling with. Emory just wants everything to go back to normal-the way it was before the accident. She has no idea why her relationship is spiraling out of
control. But when the horrifying reason behind Hannah and Emory's argument ultimately comes to light, all three of them will be forced work together to protect the one with the
biggest secret of all. In the follow-up to her New York Times bestseller, Every Last Word, Tamara Ireland Stone crafts a deeply moving, unforgettable story about love, betrayal, and
the power of friendship.

Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang
Grand Central Publishing In these personal essays, the hilarious comedian and Chelsea Lately host reﬂects on family, love life, and the absurdities of adulthood with "cheeky candor"
and signature wit (Philadelphia Inquirer). Life doesn't get more hilarious than when Chelsea Handler takes aim with her irreverent wit. Who else would send all-staﬀ emails to smoke
out the dumbest people on her show? Now, in this new collection of original essays, the #1 bestselling author of Are You There, Vodka? It's Me, Chelsea delivers one laugh-out-loud
moment after another as she sets her sights on the ridiculous side of childhood, adulthood, and daughterhood. Family moments are fair game, whether it's writing a report on
Reaganomics to earn a Cabbage Patch doll, or teaching her father social graces by ordering him to stay indoors. It's open season on her love life, from playing a prank on her
boyfriend (using a ravioli, a fake autopsy, and the Santa Monica pier) to adopting a dog so she can snuggle with someone who doesn't talk. And everyone better duck for cover when
her beach vacation turns into matchmaking gone wild. Outrageously funny and deliciously wicked, Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang is good good good good! Chelsea Handler on . . .
Being unpopular: "My parents couldn't have been more unreasonable when it came to fads or clothes that weren't purchased at a pharmacy." Living with her boyfriend: "He's similar
to a large toddler, the only diﬀerence being he doesn't cry when he wakes up." Appreciating her brother: "He's a certiﬁed public accountant, and I have a real life." Arm-wrestling a
maid of honor: "It wasn't her strength that intimidated me. It was the starry way her eyes focused on me, like Mike Tyson getting ready to feed."
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Death of the Black Widow
Grand Central Publishing She destroys the men she loves—and escapes every time. The most dangerous killer James Patterson has ever created is also his most seductive. On his ﬁrst
night with Detroit PD, Oﬃcer Walter O’Brien is called to a murder scene. A terriﬁed twenty-year-old has bludgeoned her kidnapper with skill that shocks even O’Brien’s veteran
partner. The young woman is also a brilliant escape artist. Her bold ﬂight from police custody makes the case impossible to solve—and, for Walter, even more impossible to forget.
By the time Walter’s promoted to detective, his fascination with the missing, gray-eyed woman is approaching obsession. And when Walter discovers that he’s not alone in his
search, one truth is certain. This deadly string of secrets didn’t begin in his home city—but he’s going to make sure it ends there.

See How They Run
Vision Outside New York City, the palatial home of Dr. David Strauss's parents is attacked by gunmen during a glittering party. As he watches helplessly, his wife is murdered. In Los
Angeles, Strauss's brother is killed during the Academy Award ceremonies. In Manhattan, his past sweetheart, Alix Rothchild, is running for her life. Dr. David Strauss is soon
obsessed with ﬁnding the explosive secret behind the murders of his family members. His dangerous odyssey takes him across Europe, and ﬁnally to the Olympics, where one of the
most shattering surprises in suspense ﬁction will take place.

1st to Die
Little, Brown Four crime-solving friends face oﬀ against a killer in San Francisco in the Women's Murder Club novel that started James Patterson's thrilling series. Each one holds a
piece of the puzzle: Lindsay Boxer is a homicide inspector in the San Francisco Police Department, Claire Washburn is a medical examiner, Jill Bernhardt is an assistant D.A., and
Cindy Thomas just started working the crime desk of the San Francisco Chronicle. But the usual procedures aren't bringing them any closer to stopping the killings. So these women
form a Women's Murder Club to collaborate outside the box and pursue the case by sidestepping their bosses and giving each other a hand. The four women develop intense bonds
as they pursue a killer whose crimes have stunned an entire city. Working together, they track down the most terrifying and unexpected killer they have ever encountered--before a
shocking conclusion in which everything they knew turns out to be devastatingly wrong. Full of the breathtaking drama and unforgettable emotions for which James Patterson is
famous, 1st to Die is the start of the #1 New York Times bestselling series of crime thrillers.

Sail
Little, Brown Since the death of her husband, Anne Dunne and her three children have struggled in every way. In a last ditch eﬀort to save the family, Anne plans an elaborate sailing
vacation to bring everyone together once again. But only an hour out of port, everything is going wrong. The teenage daughter, Carrie, is planning to drown herself. The teenage
son, Mark, is high on drugs and ten-year-old Ernie is nearly catatonic. This is the worst vacation ever. Anne manages to pull things together bit by bit, but just as they begin feeling
like a family again, something catastrophic happens. Survival may be the least of their concerns. Written with the blistering pace and shocking twists that only James Patterson can
master, SAIL takes "Lost" and "Survivor" to a new level of terror.

First love, James Patterson
Homeroom Diaries
Jimmy Patterson After recovering from an emotional breakdown, a scrappy high school student dares to be happy and disrupt the social scene. Margaret "Cuckoo" Clarke recently had
a brief stay in a mental institution following an emotional breakdown, but she's turning over a new leaf with her "Operation Happiness". She's determined to beat down the bad
vibes of the Haters, the Terror Teachers, and all of the trials and tribulations of high school by writing and drawing in her diary. And when life gets really tough, she works through
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her own moments of uncertainty through imaginary conversations with her favorite literary characters. Cuckoo's also got a nearly impossible mission: she, along with her misﬁt
band of self-deprecating friends (who call themselves "the Freakshow") decide to bridge the gap between warring cliques and "bring the Nations together". Not everyone is so
willing to join hands and get along, but Cuckoo never stops smiling . . . until one of her closest friends, pushed to desperation by a Hater prank, decides that enough is enough. In
James Patterson's ﬁrst highly illustrated "diary ﬁction" story for teens, the mega-bestselling author's most endearing and original teen heroine ever proves that everyone can use a
helping hand once in a while.

When the Wind Blows
Little, Brown While grieving her husband's murder, a young Colorado veterinarian meets a troubled FBI agent and begins to uncover the world's most sinister secrets in this thriller
from James Patterson. Frannie O'Neill is a young and talented veterinarian living in Colorado. Plagued by the mysterious murder of her husband, Frannie throws herself into her
work, but it is not long before another bizarre murder occurs and Kit Harrison, a troubled and unconventional FBI agent, arrives on her doorstep. Late one night, near the woods of
her animal hospital, Frannie stumbles upon a strange, astonishing phenomenon that will change the course of her life forever: an eleven-year-old girl named Max. With breathtaking
energy, Max leads Frannie and Kit to uncover one of the most diabolical and inhuman plots of modern science. Bold and compelling, When the Wind Blows is a story of suspense and
passion as only James Patterson could tell it.

The Lake House
Little, Brown The memorable story begun in When the Wind Blows continues in this thrilling novel, and it's one that really soars! Frannie O'Neil, a Colorado veterinarian, knows a
terrible secret that will change the history of the world. Kit Harrison, an FBI agent under suspension has seen things that no one in his right mind would believe. A twelve-year-old
girl named Max and ﬁve other incredible children have powers we can only dream of. These children can ﬂy. And the only place they will be safe is the Lake House. Or so they
believe..

First Love -- Free Preview -- The First 12 Chapters
Little, Brown Axi Moore is a "good girl": She studies hard, stays out of the spotlight, and doesn't tell anyone that what she really wants is to run away from it all. The only person she
can tell is her best friend, Robinson--who she also happens to be madly in love with. When Axi impulsively invites Robinson to come with her on an unplanned cross-country road
trip, she breaks the rules for the ﬁrst time in her life. But the adventure quickly turns from carefree to out-of-control... A remarkably moving tale with its origins in James Patterson's
own past, First Love is testament to the power of ﬁrst love--and how it can change the rest of your life.

James Patterson by James Patterson
The Stories of My Life
How did a kid whose dad lived in the poorhouse become the most successful storyteller in the world? · On the morning he was born, he nearly died. · Growing up, he didn't love to
read. That changed. · He worked at a mental hospital in Massachusetts, where he met the singer James Taylor and the poet Robert Lowell. · While he toiled in advertising hell, James
wrote the ad jingle line "I'm a Toys 'R' Us Kid." · He once watched James Baldwin and Norman Mailer square oﬀ to trade punches at a party. · He's only been in love twice. Both times
are amazing. · Dolly Parton once sang "Happy Birthday" to James over the phone. She calls him J.J., for Jimmy James. · Three American presidents have invited him to golf with them.
How did a boy from small-town New York become the world's most successful writer? How does he do it? He has always wanted to write the kind of novel that would be read and
reread so many times that the binding breaks and the book literally falls apart. As he says, "I'm still working on that one." James Patterson by James Patterson is the most
anticipated memoir of 2022.
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The Thomas Berryman Number
Little, Brown Discover James Patterson's stunning debut, an Edgar Award-winning novel of prejudice and murder in the American South. You are about to begin a classic awardwinning novel of suspense. When an up-and-coming politician is murdered in a small Southern town, reporter Ochs Jones suspects that racism and prejudice had something to do
with it-and when he learns about two other murders, tracking down the killer becomes more important than ever. No one tells a story quite like the world's #1 bestselling writer. As
the manhunt begins, Patterson delivers the heart-stopping action and unforgettable suspense that made him famous.

Max
A Maximum Ride Novel
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers James Patterson's bestselling Maximum Ride series is back . . . and Max and her ﬂock are ready for their most daring rescue mission yet. Someone
-- or something -- is decimating ships and sea life oﬀ Hawaii's coast, and Max and her ﬂock ﬁnd themselves sucked into the Navy's top-secret investigation of the catastrophe. Their
objective: Rescue Max's activist mom from a wicked subterranean enemy. The hitch: They must dive deep into dark waters, where gruesome evil dwells . . . and for high-ﬂying
Maximum Ride, could there be anything more terrifying than being trapped in the great abyss? With high-ﬂying thrills, this soaring adventure takes Maximum Ride and the Flock
into terrifying new territory -- fans, hold your breath!

Beach Road
Little, Brown Dark mysteries come to East Hampton while a struggling lawyer ﬁghts to save his friend from being framed for a triple murder. Montauk lawyer Tom Dunleavy's client
list is woefully small-occasional real estate closings barely keep him in paper clips. So when he is hired to defend a local man accused in a triple murder in East Hampton, he knows
that he has found the case of his lifetime. The crime turns the glittering playground for the super-rich into a blazing inferno. Dunleavy's client is a local hero, but he knows the case
rests on money, deception, and forbidden desires. His client will be framed-unless he can ﬁnd the key to the case. When Dunleavy is joined by his former ﬂame, the savvy and wellconnected attorney, Kate Costello, he believes he has a chance. But payback is a bitch, especially from the rich. The violent retaliations of billionaires threatened by his
investigation exceed anything Dunleavy has ever seen. With the entire nation's eyes on him in a new Trial of the Century, Dunleavy orchestrates a series of revelations that lead to a
stunning outcome-and the truth is wilder than anything he ever imagined.

Expelled
Random House One viral photo. Four expelled teens. Everyone's a suspect. Theo Foster’s Twitter account used to be anonymous – until someone posted a revealing photo that got him
expelled. No ﬁnal grade. No future. Theo’s resigned himself to a life of misery in a dead-end job when a miracle happens: Sasha Ellis speaks to him. She was also expelled for a crime
she didn’t commit, and now he has the perfect way to keep her attention: ﬁnd out who set them up. To uncover the truth, Theo has to get close to the suspects. What secrets are
they hiding? And how can he catch their confessions on camera...?

Cradle and All
Jimmy Patterson Two teenage girls claim that they are pregnant virgins. But only one is carrying the child of Christ . . . and the other will deliver the son of Satan. In Boston,
seventeen-year-old Kathleen is pregnant, but she swears she's a virgin. In Ireland, another teenage girl, Colleen, discovers she is in the same impossible condition. Cities all around
the world are suddenly overwhelmed by epidemics, droughts, famines, ﬂoods, and worse. As terrifying forces of light and darkness begin to gather, Kathleen and Colleen ﬁnd
themselves at the center of the ﬁnal battle for the very soul of humanity. Each of the girls must convince a young detective that she is the true mother of God . . . and that the other
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is carrying the devil. The stakes couldn't be higher in this page-turning thriller. You won't be able to put it down until the ﬁnal reveal: which baby is the miracle . . . and which the
monster?

Little Black Dress
BookShots Can a little black dress change everything in her life? Magazine editor Jane Avery spends her nights alone with Netﬂix and Oreos--until the Dress turns her loose. Suddenly
she's surrendering to dark desires, and New York City has become her erotic playground. But what began as a fantasy will go too far . . . and her next conquest could be her last.
BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

Sophia, Princess Among Beasts
Little, Brown A princess who has lost her mother and father ﬁnds herself in a terrifying world that urgently needs a queen in this thrilling fantasy novel. Sophia is smart, beautiful,
and accomplished, a beloved princess devoted to the people and to reading books. The kingdom is hers, until she is plunged into a nightmarish realm populated by the awful beasts
she read about as a child. The beasts are real. And so is the great army marching on her castle. The people look to Sophia for protection. They will all perish unless she can unlock
an ancient secret as profound as life and death itself. Sophia, Princess Among Beasts is a fabulous adventure, and a stunning mystery. Here again is proof of why James Patterson is
the world's most trusted storyteller.

Run, Rose, Run
A Novel
Little, Brown THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From America’s most beloved superstar and its greatest storyteller—a thriller about a young singer-songwriter on the rise and on
the run, and determined to do whatever it takes to survive. Every song tells a story. She’s a star on the rise, singing about the hard life behind her. She’s also on the run. Find a
future, lose a past. Nashville is where she’s come to claim her destiny. It’s also where the darkness she’s ﬂed might ﬁnd her. And destroy her. Run, Rose, Run is a novel glittering
with danger and desire—a story that only America’s #1 beloved entertainer and its #1 bestselling author could have created.

The Noise
A Thriller
Little, Brown If you hear it, it’s too late. “A really entertaining thriller [that] like Michael Crichton . . . keeps racheting up the suspense.” –Booklist In the shadow of Mount Hood,
sixteen-year-old Tennant is checking rabbit traps with her eight-year-old sister Sophie when the girls are suddenly overcome by a strange vibration rising out of the forest, building
in intensity until it sounds like a deafening crescendo of screams. From out of nowhere, their father sweeps them up and drops them through a trapdoor into a storm cellar. But the
sound only gets worse . . .

Cross Kill
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An Alex Cross Story
BookShots Alex Cross, I'm coming for you--even from the grave if I have to. Along Came a Spider killer Gary Soneji has been dead for over ten years. Alex Cross watched him die. But
today, Cross saw him gun down his partner. Is Soneji alive? A ghost? Or something even more sinister? Nothing will prepare you for the wicked truth. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST
STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson

Fang
A Maximum Ride Novel
jimmy patterson Being a kid with wings -- constantly on the run -- has never been easy, and Max and her ﬂock are more tense than ever. Angel says that Fang will be the ﬁrst to die,
and Angel is never wrong. Maximum Ride is used to living desperately on the run from evil forces sabotaging her quest to save the world-but nothing has ever come as close to
destroying her as this horrifying prophetic message. Fang is Max's best friend, her soul mate, her partner in the leadership of her ﬂock of winged children. A life without Fang is a
life unimaginable. When a newly created winged boy, the magniﬁcent Dylan, is introduced into the ﬂock, their world is upended yet again. Raised in a lab like the others, Dylan
exists for only one reason: he was designed to be Max's perfect other half. Thus unfolds a battle of perfection versus passion that terriﬁes, twists, and turns . . . and meanwhile, the
apocalypse is coming.

Miracle at Augusta
Little, Brown One year after his big golf tournament win, Travis McKinley struggles to ﬁnd a place in the world of professional sports in this inspiring novel. A year ago, unknown
golﬁng amateur Travis McKinley shocked the world by winning the PGA Senior Open at Pebble Beach. Now he's famous, he makes his living playing the game he loves, and
everything should be perfect. Still, Travis can't shake the feeling that he's a fraud, an imposter who doesn't deserve his success-and after a series of disappointments and personal
screw-ups, he might just prove himself right. A shot at redemption arrives in an unexpected form: a teenage outcast with troubles of his own . . . and a natural golf swing. As this
unlikely duo sets out to achieve the impossible on the world's most revered golf course, Travis is about to learn that sometimes the greatest miracles of all take place when no one
is watching.

The 9th Judgment
Little, Brown The Women's Murder Club takes on two deranged killers, but Detective Lindsay Boxer begins to wonder if the mysterious case is also breaking apart her closest
friendships. During an intimate dinner party, a cat burglar breaks into the home of A-list actor Marcus Dowling. When his wife walks in on the thief, the situation quickly teeters out
of control, leaving an empty safe and a lifeless body. The same night, a woman and her infant child are ruthlessly gunned down in an abandoned garage. The killer hasn't left a
shred of evidence, except for a foreboding and cryptic message: WCF, the letters written in blood-red letters. With two deranged killers on the loose Detective Lindsay Boxer calls
on the Women's Murder Club to help her stop the insane killers. But someone is leaking information to the press-details that only those on the inside could know. As allegations ﬂy
that Lindsay is the source, she has to wonder: how much she can trust her closest friends?

The Radcliﬀes
Random House THE WEDDING FLORIST: After losing her job and getting evicted from her home, the last thing ﬂorist Anna Nolan needs is to ruin her new gig. But it's hard for her to
work for the powerful and sexy Gabriel Radcliﬀe. Namely, because Anna's arranging the ﬂowers for his wedding to society girl Stephanie Maurier – and she wishes she were the
bride... THE HORSE TRAINER: Fallon Radcliﬀe can only escape her socialite family and their expectations when she's in the stables with her horse, Destiny's Dreamer. But she doesn't
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realise that her love for racing will develop into something more – a yearning for her trainer, Travis Mitchell, even though they live worlds apart... THE GOURMET CHEF: Alexandra
Radcliﬀe has never been a dreamer. But when she meets the man of her secret fantasies – a sexy, driven chef who wants to open a restaurant – she starts to believe in happily ever
after. Or is there something about the smooth Nico Dominelli that could destroy their precious, fragile bond?

Juror #3
Little, Brown A young attorney is defending her client in a racially charged felony case -- but in a town of old money and hidden secrets, her ﬁrst trial may be her last in this #1 New
York Times bestselling legal thriller. Ruby Bozarth, a newcomer to Rosedale, Mississippi, is also fresh to the State Bar -- and to the docket of Circuit Judge Baylor, who taps Ruby as
defense counsel. The murder of a woman from one of the town's oldest families has Rosedale's upper crust howling for blood, and the prosecutor is counting on Ruby's inexperience
to help him deliver a swift conviction. Ruby's client is a college football star who has returned home after a career-ending injury, and she is determined to build a defense that will
stick. She ﬁnds help in unexpected quarters from Suzanne, a hard-charging attorney armed to the teeth, and Shorty, a diner cook who knows more than he lets on. Ruby never
belonged to the country club set, but once she nearly married into it. As news breaks of a second murder, Ruby's ex-ﬁancé shows up on her doorstep -- a Southern gentleman in
need of a savior. As lurid, intertwining investigations unfold, no one in Rosedale can be trusted, especially the twelve men and women impaneled on the jury. They may be hiding
the most incendiary secret of all.

Young Mungo
Grove Press A story of queer love and working-class families, Young Mungo is the brilliant second novel from the Booker Prize-winning author of Shuggie Bain Douglas Stuart’s ﬁrst
novel Shuggie Bain, winner of the 2020 Booker Prize, is one of the most successful literary debuts of the century so far. Published or forthcoming in forty territories, it has sold more
than one million copies worldwide. Now Stuart returns with Young Mungo, his extraordinary second novel. Both a page-turner and literary tour de force, it is a vivid portrayal of
working-class life and a deeply moving and highly suspenseful story of the dangerous ﬁrst love of two young men. Growing up in a housing estate in Glasgow, Mungo and James are
born under diﬀerent stars—Mungo a Protestant and James a Catholic—and they should be sworn enemies if they’re to be seen as men at all. Yet against all odds, they become best
friends as they ﬁnd a sanctuary in the pigeon dovecote that James has built for his prize racing birds. As they fall in love, they dream of ﬁnding somewhere they belong, while
Mungo works hard to hide his true self from all those around him, especially from his big brother Hamish, a local gang leader with a brutal reputation to uphold. And when several
months later Mungo’s mother sends him on a ﬁshing trip to a loch in Western Scotland with two strange men whose drunken banter belies murky pasts, he will need to summon all
his inner strength and courage to try to get back to a place of safety, a place where he and James might still have a future. Imbuing the everyday world of its characters with rich
lyricism and giving full voice to people rarely acknowledged in the literary world, Young Mungo is a gripping and revealing story about the bounds of masculinity, the divisions of
sectarianism, the violence faced by many queer people, and the dangers of loving someone too much.

Jack and Jill
Arrow The third novel in the bestselling Alex Cross series Murders. Assassinations. Washington D.C. is under siege, and Detective Alex Cross has work to do. A controversial Senator,
found murdered in his bed. A little girl, savagely beaten to death. Alex Cross is under pressure from two fronts - but he knows even he can't solve both cases. Faced with an
impossible choice, Cross has to come up with something incredible - because right now, nobody in Washington is safe, and it's only a matter of time before the killer sets their sights
on the ultimate target...

Double Cross
Little, Brown Just when Alex Cross's life is calming down, he is drawn back into the game to confront a criminal mastermind like no other. The elaborate murders that have stunned
Washington, DC, are the wildest that Alex Cross and his new girlfriend, Detective Brianna Stone, have ever seen. This maniac adores an audience, and stages his killings as
spectacles in public settings. Alex is pursuing a genius of terror who has the whole city on edge as it waits for his next move. And the killer loves the attention, no doubt-he even
sets up his own Web site and live video feed to trumpet his madness. And in Colorado, another criminal mastermind is planning a triumphant return. From his supermaximum-
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security prison cell, Kyle Craig has plotted for years to have one chance at an impossible escape. If he has to join forces with DC's Audience Killer to get back at the man who put him
in that cell--Alex Cross--all the better. From the author Time magazine has called "the man who can't miss," Double Cross has the pulse-racing momentum and electrifying thrills that
have made James Patterson a #1 bestselling storyteller all over the world.

96 Words for Love
Jimmy Patterson A modern retelling of a romantic Indian legend, 96 Words for Love is a star-crossed love story perfect for fans of The Sun is Also a Star and When Dimple Met Rishi.
Ever since her acceptance to UCLA, 17-year-old Raya Liston has been quietly freaking out. She feels simultaneously lost and trapped by a future already mapped out for her. Then
her beloved grandmother dies, and Raya jumps at the chance to spend her last free summer at the ashram in India where her grandmother met and fell in love with her grandfather.
Raya hopes to ﬁnd her center and her true path. But she didn't expect to fall in love... with a country of beautiful contradictions, her ﬁercely loyal cousin, a local girl with a passion
for reading, and a boy who teaches her that in Sanskrit, there are 96 diﬀerent ways to say the word "love." "This book is a feast for your soul." --Deepak Chopra

The Big Bad Wolf
Little, Brown Alex Cross battles the most ruthless and powerful killer he has ever encountered: a predator known only as the Wolf. Alex Cross's ﬁrst case since joining the FBI has his
new colleagues baﬄed. Across the country, men and women are being kidnapped in broad daylight and then disappearing completely. These people are not being taken for ransom,
Alex realizes. They are being bought and sold. And it looks as if a shadowy ﬁgure called the Wolf-a master criminal who has brought a new reign of terror to organized crime-is
behind this business. Even as he admires the FBI's vast resources, Alex grows impatient with the Bureau's clumsiness and caution when it's time to move. A lone wolf himself, he has
to go out on his own in order to track the Wolf and try to rescue some of the victims while they are still alive. As the case boils over, Alex is in hot water at home too. His ex-ﬁancee,
Christine Johnson, comes back into his life-and not for the reasons he might have hoped.

12 Rules for Life
An Antidote to Chaos
Ballantine Books "What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most diﬃcult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient
tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientiﬁc research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's
wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--

Confessions: The Paris Mysteries
Jimmy Patterson In this New York Times bestseller, brilliant detective Tandy Angel is meeting her lost love in Paris . . . but when he becomes more distant, she starts to question
everything she knows. Is there anyone she can trust? After investigating multiple homicides and her family's decades-old skeletons in the closet, Tandy Angel is ﬁnally reunited with
her lost love in Paris. But as he grows increasingly distant, she is confronted with disturbing questions about him, as well as what really happened to her long-dead sister. With no
way to tell anymore who in her life she can trust, how will Tandy ever get to the bottom of the countless secrets her parents kept from her? James Patterson leads this brilliant
teenage detective through Paris on a trail of lies years in the making, with shocking revelations around every corner.
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